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Abstract

determining which programming-related subjects have
to be taught, but also on training academicians to teach
these subjects efficiently, and on promoting this manner of education in other institutions. Considering all
the former, in this paper we introduce an educational
approach which we believe tackles the former aspects
efficiently.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the proposed approach and describe its main
elements. Section 3, we discuss and evaluate it against
related work. In Section 4, we describe the current state
of practice of approach and describe our future plans.
Finally in Section 5, we present the conclusions.

There is a common complaint that undergraduate
programs in computing in many developing countries
have not been preparing students sufficiently to become truly effective in the software industry. Although
some programs in computing are justified in paying
little attention to programming, it is important to
teach it properly to those wishing to develop software
professionally. In order to produce qualified software
developers, the focus should be not only on determining which programming-related subjects have to
be taught, but also on training academicians to teach
these subjects efficiently. In this paper we introduce an
approach which tackles the former aspects.

2. The Proposed Approach

1. Introduction

The approach presented in this paper tackles two
main aspects: (i) it considers the technical and pedagogic issues around teaching programming to prospective software developers via a Pillars Model and (ii)
it defines the mechanisms to improve and to promote
this manner of programming education across UPC in
other institutions via an Implementation Framework.
In the following sections, we describe both the Pillars
Model and the Implementation Framework.

The Software Industry has been recognised as one
of the key opportunity areas to achieve modernisation
and development in many countries [2], [8]. Multiple
experiences demonstrate that one critical factor to
achieve these benefits is people. In India, Israel and
Ireland –which are in the top tier countries for software
exports, the skills, expertise and size of their local
labour pools have been factors in determining their
current state in the Software Industry [2], [11].
In many developing countries, however, software
companies are still struggling to grow in part due to
the lack of a large pool of competent and talented
software developers. Their experiences show that most
of the graduates do not have the essential knowledge
and skills to join the Software Industry and achieve the
level of productivity expected [7], [10], [4], [3].
Although some Undergraduate Programs in Computing (UPC) are justified in paying little attention
to programming, it is important to teach it properly
to those interested in a career in software developer.
However, we also consider that for producing qualified
software developers, the focus should be not only on
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2.1. The Pillars Model
When preparing software developers at early stages
of UPC, the transfer of theoretical issues is not all
that is needed. Pedagogy (and didacticism) is also
very important because it stresses the process through
which knowledge is constructed. Our approach considers these issues in a Pillars Model whose pillars
define a hierarchy of topics resulting from analysing
(a) several relevant works on teaching programming,
(b) the teaching experience of the involved parts in
this project and (c) the current needs of software companies. Fig. 1 shows the pillars and their hierarchies’
top-level content, which is briefly discussed next.
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Figure 1: The Pillars Model
students to not only understand the necessity of constructing software using a disciplined and systematic
way, but also to initiate their adherence to SE practices.
Our Software Engineering Pillar includes the set of
topics we consider relevant in this context.
2.1.4. Technology Pillar. We are convinced that the
“technology revolution” demands that institutions include the technology in their teaching activities. However, we consider that the first priority must be teaching
and learning and the technology should only be regarded as a tool of efficiency to teach and learn better.
By analysing various works, we have identified several
technology guidelines that should be considered for the
teaching of the topics in the Foundations, Programming and Software Engineering Pillars.

2.1.1. Foundations Pillar. The teaching of formal
aspects to prospective software engineers is basic
in developing their skills in modelling and problem
solving. Constructing a non-real artefact, as software
is, requires abstract reasoning and mathematical modelling. However, it seems that the lesser use of formal
techniques to software development has contributed to
the lack of these skills in current UPC graduates. Our
Foundations Pillar considers a set of formal subjects
which we consider basic to developing these abilities
so that the teaching of programming can be oriented to
model computation models1 via different formalism.
2.1.2. Programming. Current experiences demonstrate that for students who have a weak background in
programming it is harder to make a successful career as
a software developer because advancing their abilities
takes longer. The study of programming languages as
a means of teaching programming gives little insight
into programming as a theoretical process. Instead,
our Programming Pillar includes a set of computation
models by which students can focus on understanding
various ways for implementing computation rather than
on the particular syntax of a programming language.

2.1.5. Didactic-Pedagogic Pillar. The use of adequate
tools to support the teaching process is not all that is
needed to develop an efficient teaching environment.
The role of the teacher and his skills are also important.
We agree with the adage “a teacher teaches the way
he was taught”. Thus, in our model the DidacticPedagogic Pillar provides the guidance to help teachers improve their teaching skills so that all the issues
considered in the model can be efficiently taught.

2.1.3. Software Engineering Pillar. It has been said
that “programming without Software Engineering (SE)
is like sculpting with a saw”. Despite that, in many
UPC SE is offered as either an optional or a late course.
Introducing SE topics at early stages of UPC allows

2.2. The Implementation Framework
The Implementation Framework defines the process
to prepare teachers to teach according to the Pillars
Model and to promote what is taught to other institutions via a public body designated the Board. Besides

1. In [9] a computation model is defined as a formal system that
states how computations are done.
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the Board, there are other roles in our framework: the
Instructor, the Faculty and the Students, see Fig. 2.
For clarity, we will explain the process’ flow assuming
there is no Board.
First in our process we prepare the course (Prepare
Course) –according to the Pillars Model, and select
the faculty members to be trained (Select Faculty); both
activities are carried out by the Instructor. An assessment of the candidate faculty members is required
to achieve the success of the course as not all of
them may have the required level with regard to the
approach to implement. Then, with a group of faculty
members assigned, the teaching-learning activities can
be carried out (Teach Course and Take Course). After
that, the members of the Faculty are evaluated by
the Instructor (Evaluate Faculty), then faculty members
can start teaching to the Students at their respective
institutions according to the received training.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the Evaluate Faculty activity
leads to the creation of the Board (Create Board), which
is a body of experts in teaching programming that
works as a medium to spread the acquired knowledge.
The faculty members with the best grades in the evaluation activity are the potential candidates to comprise
the Board. The monitoring of the activities made by
the Board (Monitoring Board), as well as the ones made
by the Faculty at their respective universities (Monitoring
Faculty), are carried out by the Instructor to ensure that
they comply with their requirements and generate the
expected results. When a Board exists, activities such
as Select Faculty, Teach Course and Evaluate Faculty are
then carried out by the Board instead of the Instructor
(see the decision point in Fig. 2).
Instructor

Faculty

Students

regard to the establishment of a solid community of
programming educators.
Now we have explained our approach, in the following section, we compare it to related work.

3. Related Work
Many approaches and tools to improve the teaching
of programming have been proposed. For example, animation/simulation/visualisation educational languages
have often been utilised to help students to better
understand programming constructs. The idea behind
these languages is mapping abstract ideas to graphical
representations, which can be better understood by
students.2 However, it is not always clear how these
languages should be taught efficiently.
A wider context in the teaching of programming
has been considered by [12] and [5]. The former
work develops a cognitive approach for learning programming based on learning patterns. The later work
introduces a repository for creating and delivering
learning objects for a programming course. In our
view, these approaches are hardly oriented to the
pedagogical aspects of teaching as no consideration is
given to the topics that have to be taught to deal with
the goal of producing qualified software developers.
A group of lecturers at the Otago Polytechnic developed a sequence of introductory programming courses
meant to provide students with good core programming
skills and competence in both the Procedural and
Object-Oriented paradigms [6]. In contrast to previous
works, this work seems to be strongly oriented to
the teaching of programming, and some pedagogical
principles are utilised to select the topics to be taught.
However, it does not consider current demands of
software development companies nor the issue of how
these courses can be spread to other institutions.
Thus, we consider our approach unique because it
considers the technical, pedagogic and organisational
of around producing qualified software developers. It
considers a set of justified programming-related topics
to be taught to prospective software developers at early
stages. That is, the what to teach? and the why to teach
it? Secondly, it also considers the form in which the
topics have to be taught efficiently. That is, the how to
teach it? Finally, it also considers a scheme to improve
this way of teaching and to promote it across other
institutions. That is, the how to improve it? and the
how to spread it? As far as we know, there is no work
that considers all these aspects.
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Figure 2: The Implementation Framework
Finally, the Organise Meetings and Symposiums activities in our framework work as the sources to direct
all decision making management (Update Course) with

2. An example of such languages is JAWAA [1].
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Although our work lacks of full evidence of its
effectiveness due to it is still ongoing research, we
considered we have the conditions to obtain such
evidence in the coming months, as we discuss next.
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The implementation of any educational approach
is unlikely to happen without an outside stimulus.
Fortunately, we are actively involved in an IT Industry
Development Program in our country, which has as
one of its main efforts the improvement of UPC to
better prepare professionals for the Software Industry.
We are now working with seven academic institutions
of one state in our country. All of them are interested
in preparing software developers as there is a potential
market in which their graduates can be employed.
We have already designed a set of programming
courses according to the Pillars Model, as well as
trained the faculty members of the participant institutions according to the Implementation Framework.
The grades and feedback obtained from this exercise
are positive. However, these data is only part of the
exercise to evaluate our approach in full. In the following months, we will select one person from the set of
faculty members trained. We will monitor and evaluate
the teaching process of this person at his academic
institution. Once the teaching process is completed, a
software company will test the trained students. In this
test they will evaluate the skills they consider most important for “entry-level” software developers. We have
already selected a company for such purposes. The
selected company has a large data record of “entrylevel” examinations given to prospective employees in
the last five years, which will give us useful evaluation
data.
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